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Cross-Lagged Panel Correlation: A Test for Spuriousness

David A. Kenny
Harvard University

Cross-lagged panel correlation is a method for testing spuriousness by com-
paring cross-lagged correlations. True experiments control for spuriousness by
random assignment, but random assignment limits true experimental studies to
independent variables that can be manipulated. Like any statistical method,
cross-lagged analysis is based on a set of assumptions: synchronicity and
stationarity. Different forms of stationarity have different consequences for
both the changes in the synchronous correlations over time and the difference
between cross-lags. Homogeneous stability is a necessary assumption in the
identification of both the source and direction of a causal effect. Cross-lagged
analysis is a low-power test. It is better adapted than either multiple regres-
sion or factor analysis for many questions in panel studies. Multiple regression
must assume no errors of measurement in the independent variables and no
correlated errors, while factor analysis must specify a particular factor struc-
ture. Two extended examples of cross-lagged analysis are discussed with special
emphasis placed on the issue of stationarity and the estimation of reliability
ratios.

It has now been over 10 years since
Campbell (1963; Campbell & Stanley, 1963)
suggested the technique of cross-lagged panel
correlation. Panel study is the survey term for
a longitudinal design. Although cross-lagged
analysis has been in use since at least 1901
(Hooker), we owe the first1 formal presenta-
tion of the analysis to Campbell. The rudi-
ments of cross-lagged panel correlation neces-
sitate two constructs, X and Y, measured at
two different points in time. As in Figure 1,
the two constructs and two times generate
four variables (Xlt X2, F1; and F2), and
the four variables generate six correlations:
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1Pelz and Andrews (1964) independently suggested
this, method.

two autocorrelations (PX\XZ and PYIYZ), two
synchronous correlations (Pziri and PX^YZ),
and two cross-lagged correlations (%ir2

 and
Pjr2ri).

As the name suggests, cross-lagged panel
correlation is the comparison of the cross-
lagged correlations which can be expressed as
a cross-lagged differential: PXIYS ~ PxzYi-
Campbell's original suggestion was that if X
caused Y, then the cross-lagged differential
would be positive, and if Y caused X, the
differential would be negative. (Unless other-
wise stated, all correlations here are assumed
to be positive.) Campbell and his students
(Kenny, 1973; Rickard, 1972; Rozelle &
Campbell, 1969) have elaborated the method.
Another tradition (Bohrnstedt, 1969; Dun-
can, 1969; Goldberger, 1971; Heise, 1970;
Pelz & Andrews, 1964) has suggested re-
placing cross-lagged analysis with multiple
regression or partial correlation analysis. Still
another approach to panel data has been the
application of factor analysis (Corballis &
Traub, 1970; Joreskog, 1969; Nesselroade,
1972). This approach usually involves oblique
solutions in which factors are time specific.
The fourth and oldest formal approach to
panel data is the 16-fold table described by
Lazarsfeld (1972, Note 1; Yee & Gage,
1968). This approach involves nominal data,
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FIGURE 1. Cross-lagged panel correlation paradigm.
(X and Y are variables and 1 and 2 are times.)

usually dichotomous, and is currently best
represented by the work of Goodman (1973).

The literature on the use of panel data is
growing and is contradictory. Indeed, the
practitioner would be hard pressed to decide
how to analyze panel data. Should one use
cross-lagged panel correlation, multiple regres-
sion analysis, factor analysis, or the 16-fold
table? This paper is a verbal exposition of
the approach taken by cross-lagged analysis.
It is shown that cross-lagged analysis is a
test for spuriousness, by which is meant that
the relationship between X and F is not due
to the causal effects of either but to the ef-
fects of a third variable Z. Alternative terms
for spuriousness are third-variable effects,
common factoredness, or "cosymptomatic"
effects. Argumentation is restricted to a verbal
level since the formal mathematical proofs
have either already been presented in Kenny
(1973) or could easily be derived from Table
1 of that same article.

DESCRIPTION OF CROSS-LAGGED PANEL
CORRELATION

Its Logic

Cross-lagged analysis is a quasi-experimental
design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Kenny,
197S). At the heart of quasi-experimental
inference is the attempt to rule out plausible
alternative explanations of a causal effect
(i.e., biases or artifacts). In correlational
analysis the chief alternative explanation of
any causal effect is spuriousness. Almost any
statistical relationship—be it simple correla-

tion, partial correlation, or regression co-
efficient-—can be attributed not to causality
but to spuriousness. Suppes (1970) has even
defined a causal relationship negatively as a
nonspurious relationship. Ideally these spuri-
ous causes should be measured and controlled
in the nonexperimental case.

True experiments control for spuriousness
by random assignment to treatment condi-
tions. Random assignment guarantees that
there is no systematic relationship in the
population between the treatment and the
dependent variable given the null hypothesis
of no-treatment effect. Thus, any relationship
between the treatment and the dependent
variable that cannot plausibly be explained
by chance is attributed to the causal effects
of the treatment.

Although random assignment permits us to
make causal inferences, it brings with it some
potentially burdensome methodological limi-
tations. True experimentation rules out of
consideration as independent variables any
variable that cannot be manipulated and then
randomly assigned. Many important vari-
ables, usually individual differences, are not
subject to manipulation as simply as the in-
tensity of light. Psychologists spend consider-
able time theorizing about intelligence, atti-
tude change, extroversion-introversion, and
evoked potential, but since these variables
are attached to rather than assigned to the
organism, they are studied more often as de-
pendent rather than independent variables.
To some degree the traditional stimulus-
response or input-output orientation in psy-
chology may reflect the limitation of experi-
mental treatments to manipulatable variables.
The requirement of manipulating the inde-
pendent variables also prevents us from exam-
ining certain variables because of ethical con-
siderations. For instance, malnutrition has
been proposed as an important cause of chil-
dren's cognitive ability, but it would be
highly unethical to randomly assign children
to levels of malnutrition. Thus, for practical
and ethical reasons it is not always possible
to use random assignment to control for
spuriousness.

The null hypothesis of cross-lagged panel
correlation tested by equality of the cross-
lags is that the relationship between X and Y
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is due to an unmeasured third variable and
not causation. Before causal models are enter-
tained, the third variable explanation should
be ruled out. The logic of true experimenta-
tion is similar: Before accepting that the
treatment has an effect, the null hypothesis
of sampling error must be ruled out. The null
model for cross-lagged analysis is illustrated
in Figure 2. A third variable, Zi} causes X±
and F! simultaneously. (Actually Z may
cause X and Y with a lag, and the lag would
be the same for both X and F.) Over time, Z
changes and at Time 2, Z2 causes X2 and Y%.
Given the inapplicability of true experimen-
tation in numerous areas, this analysis can
be used to test for spuriousness.

Its Assumptions

The hypothetical third variable effects can
be ruled out by making two assumptions—
synchronicity and stationarity. To test any
model, assumptions about that model must
first be made. All models rest on a set of
assumptions; there are no assUmption-free
models. For instance, although in experimen-
tation it is assumed that random assignment
works, believers in unconscious ESP effects
may be skeptical of the results from experi-
mentation because assignment may reflect
the experimenter's unconscious manipulation
of dice or the random number table. But
most of us are willing to assume that the
procedure of random assignment works. True
parametric experimental inference usually in-
volves additional assumptions of normality
and homogeneity of errors and additivity.
Not surprisingly the assumptions of cross-
lagged analysis are much more tentative and
less robust than those for true experiments.
But like random assignment, their justification
lies in the design of research.

Synchronicity means that the two con-
structs X and F are measured at the same
point in time.2 At first glance synchronicity
would seem to be an easy assumption to
satisfy. Panel studies are defined as the repli-
cation at two different points in time of a
cross-sectional survey on the same set of
persons. However, because of the problems of

2 The assumption of synchronocity was first ex-
plicitly pointed out by Chaffee (Note 2).

X
1I

•+•2,

Y
I

FIGTIEE 2. Cross-lagged panel correlation null
hypothesis. (X, Y, and Z are variables and 1 and 2
are times.)

retrospection and aggregation, synchronicity
may not be so easily satisfied. Some variables
in panel studies ask the subjects to recall
behaviors, attitudes, or experiences of the
past. These questions either directly or indi-
rectly ask the subjects to retrospect. In some
sense the data may not be generated at the
time of measurement but at some time prior
to measurement.

For example, let variable X be a concur-
rent measure and let F be retrospective, as
in Figure 3. Construct X is measured at
Times 1 and 2 and construct Y at Times .5
and 1.5. This would make the lag between
Xi and F1-5 only .5 units of time and the lag
between F.B and X2 1.5 units. Given the com-
mon empirical finding that variables measured
closer together in time correlate more highly
than those measured further apart in time,
r.YiYi.r, should be greater than rx.2-Y.-} since the
lag for the first correlation is smaller than
that for the second.3 Note in Figure 3 that

3A cross-lagged analysis is still possible for the ex-
ample in Figure 3 by comparing TXIYI 5 with either
fx^y.5 or fxiTl 5 and making the additional assumptions
about stability. Note that the traditional paradigm of
cross-lagged panel correlation is a rectangle as in Figure
1, while in Figure 3 there are two isosceles triangles. Still
another possibility is a symmetric trapezoid with the
four measurements of X\, Yi, Xt, and F3. There are two
cross-lagged comparisons: rx^r, with rxpt and rxtv^
with rxtr3. Perhaps the first use of the isosceles triangle
design was that by Calsyn (1973) and of the symmetric
trapezoid was that by Seaver (1971). The additional
stability assumption is that the causes of both X and Y
are equally stable over equal periods of time,
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1.5

FIGURE 3. Lack of synchronicity. (X is measured at
Times 1 and 2 and Y at Times .5 and 1.5.)

we have a parallelogram with diagonals of
unequal length, not a rectangle as in Fig-
ure 1. Retrospective measures are not at all
uncommon in panel studies.

Another problem for synchronicity is ag-
gregation. Many variables are aggregated or
averaged over time. A good example of a mea-
sure of this type is grade point average. If
grade point average is to be taken as a mea-
sure of ability, at what point in time does it
measure ability? It is actually an aggregation
of performances evaluated by a teacher. The
aggregation problem is well known in the eco-
nometrics literature, in which many of the
important economic variables are aggregated
across time (e.g., gross national product and
unemployment rates).

Although the issue of synchronicity is crit-
ical to a cross-lagged analysis, simultaneity
of measurement usually insures synchronicity.
More central to cross-lagged analysis is the
assumption of stationarity. Stationarity means
that the causal or structural equation for a
variable is not different at the two points of
measurement. Some degree of stationarity is
to be expected in panel studies. Since it is
believed that the same variable is repeatedly
measured in the panel study, one would sup-
pose that the causes of this variable would
not have changed. The issue of stationarity
then becomes one of the strengths of those
causes. Stationarity should be distinguished
from stability. Stability, measured by auto-
correlation, refers to a lack of change over
time of the empirical values of a variable,
while stationarity refers to a lack of change
over time of the strength and direction of the
causes of a variable. Actually only relative
stability is implied, since all the values could
change by a constant and then the auto-
correlation would be unity.

Stationarity presumes that the causal pro-
cesses did not change during the interval
measured. This argument would not be reason-
able if there were evidence that the subjects
moved into a different stage over time, be-
cause a change in stage implies that the
causal determinants, and therefore the causal
structure, have changed over time. One would
then expect stationarity to be less plausible
during periods of rapid growth. The emphasis
on stationarity presumes that the causal pro-
cess is in equilibrium. Cross-lagged analysis
is therefore inappropriate for the study of the
onset of a causal effect.

There are three different types of station-
arity: perfect stationarity, proportional sta-
tionarity, and quasi-stationarity.4 These three
different types of stationarity make different
assumptions about the changes in causal
structure over time and, therefore, have dif-
ferent consequences for the way in which the
synchronous correlations change over time
and for the difference between cross-lags.

Perfect stationarity means that there is no
change in the causal equations of the vari-
ables over time. A necessary, though not suf-
ficient, condition of perfect stationarity is
that the synchronous correlations should not
change over time.

Proportional stationarity means that the
causal coefficients of each variable change
over time by the same constant. This would
be the case if all the variables' reliabilities
increased or decreased by the same propor-
tional constant. Given proportional station-
arity, the ratio of the Time 2 synchronous
correlation over the Time 1 synchronous cor-
relation should be the same across all variable
pairs. Given either perfect or proportional
stationarity and spuriousness, the cross-lags
should be equal.

Quasi-stationarity means that the causal
coefficients of each variable change by a pro-
portional constant, but each measured vari-
able has its own unique constant. I call this
quasi-stationarity since the true scores are
perfectly stationary. Quasi-stationarity im-
plies that the synchronous correlations would

4 Proportional stationarity is what has been called
a between-variable proportionality constraint and
quasi-stationarity, a within variable proportionality
constraint (Kenny, 19731.
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be equal if they were corrected for attenua-
tion due to measurement error. The differen-
tial reliabilities of the Time 1 and Time 2
measures can greatly bias the comparison of
cross-lagged correlations. Consider the ex-
ample in Table 1. The two variables selected
from the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)
(Lindquist & Hieronymus, 1964) are Graph
and Table Reading and Knowledge and Use
of Reference Materials. The data appear to
be perfectly stationary since the synchronous
correlations only differ because of sampling
error. The cross-lag differential indicates that
the use of graphs and tables causes the use
of reference materials. An alternative expla-
nation is that the Graphs and Tables test
measure decreases in reliability and the Ref-
erence test measure increases. (This explana-
tion is supported by additional analyses dis-
cussed in Crano et al., 1972). The unequal
cross-lags would then reflect the fact that the
correlation between two relatively unreliable
variables (References test in Grade 4 and
Graphs and Tables test in Grade 6) is com-
pared to the correlation between two rela-
tively reliable measures (References test in
Grade 6 and Graphs and Tables test in
Grade 4). The equal synchronous correlations
reflect that a reliable and unreliable variable
are correlated at each point in time. Campbell
(1963) first pointed out that variables which
increased their reliability would appear to be
effects and variables that decreased in reli-
ability would appear to be causes.

If quasi-stationarity can be assumed, reli-
ability ratios5 can be estimated and used
to correct the cross-lagged correlations for
changes in reliability over time (Kenny,
1973). The square root of the reliability ratio
of each variable can be shown to be the vari-
able's proportional constant of its causal
equation. To estimate these reliability ratios
there must be at least three variables, and if
there are four or more variables the quasi-
stationarity assumption can be tested by com-
paring the multiple reliability ratio estimates.

5 Strictly speaking, what are called reliability
ratios are communality ratios. I use the expression
reliability ratio, since the concept of reliability is
more familiar to most readers and is very close to
what is meant by communality.

TABLE 1

UNSTATIONARIIY EXAMPLE: CORRELATION OF GRAPH
AND TABLE READING AND KNOWLEDGE AND USE

or REFERENCE MATERIALS AT GRADES 4 AND
6 FOR THE CORE CHILDREN OF THE

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL SYSTEM

Variable I

1. Graphs (4)
2. References (4)
3. Graphs (6) .
4. References (6)

1.00
.44
.30
.46'

1.00
.24
.47

1.00
.45 1.00

Note. N = 1,501. Number in parenthesis refers to the grade.
Data from Crano, Kenny, and Campbell (1972).

Thus, both a lack of synchronicity and a
lack of stationarity are potential explanations
of a difference between cross-lagged correla-
tions. If the model in Figure 2 is correct,
then both stationarity and synchronicity to-
gether would imply equal cross-lags. The null
hypothesis that the cross-lagged differential is
zero is then a test of spuriousness. What if
the cross-lagged differential is not zero?
Asymmetrical cross-lags may indicate a causal
effect; more generally they indicate that there
is a factor that causes one of the measured
variables and causes the other measured
variable at a later point in time.6 This factor,
called the causal factor, is one of many fac-
tors that make up the causal variable. The
phrase "X causes Y" is shorthand for "some-
thing in X later causes Y." It need not be
the case that the measure of X is valid or
that the causal factor is the same as the true
score of X. Though this problem of verbally
explaining a causal effect is also present in
true experiments, it is not as severe. One
knows from an experiment that X causes Y,
but the experiment does not necessarily tell
what in X causes Y. We are all too familiar
with how different theoretical perspectives
focus on different aspects of an experimental
treatment to explain the same causal effect.
The problem of interpreting cross-lagged dif-
ferences centers on the construct validity of
measures just as it does in experimental re-
search. The more validt reliable, and uni-
dimensional the measure, the more straight-
forward is the interpretation.

6 Kenny (1973) has called this factor a cross-
lagged common factor.
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FIGURE 4. Model of the synchronous effect of current
economic condition (C) on expectations (E) and
its lagged effect on income (I).

\
To illustrate the difficulties in interpreting

cross-lagged differences, consider the example
in Table 2, taken from Taylor's (Note 3)
analysis of data taken from Campbell, Con-
verse, Miller, and Stokes (1960). In this ex-
ample there is a significant difference be-
tween the cross-lagged correlations. Naively
we could interpret the results as indicating
expected, financial change causing later in-
come. We could begin to concoct a "self-
fulfilling prophecy" explanation for this
effect. An alternative explanation is that
expected financial change is simply a forecast
of income based on present economic barom-
eters. The difference between the cross-lags
may not reflect a causal effect of expectations
on income but may simply be evidence of the
validity of a person's forecast. To pictorially
illustrate this explanation consider Figure 4.
It is assumed that expected financial change
is caused by current economic conditions and
that income is a lagged effect of these condi-
tions. The cross-lagged difference between
expected financial change and income is due
to the fact that they have the same unmea-
sured cause (current economic conditions)
and one variable (expected financial change)
is affected by this cause before the other
(income). The causal factor is not expecta-
tions but the economic barometers.

Given causal effects, the synchronous cor-
relations do not change over time if the
causal functions are stationary and if the
causal factor changes at the same rate over
time during intervals of equal length. Both
Yee and Gage (1968) and an early article

by D. Campbell (1963) are incorrect to
assume that causal effects necessarily imply
a change in the synchronous correlations
over time.

Rozelle and Campbell (1969) and Yee
and Gage (1968) have pointed out another
difficulty in interpreting cross-lagged differ-
ences—competing, confounded pairs of hy-
potheses. There are two sources of a causal
effect (.X" and Y) and two directions of that
effect (positive and negative), making a total
of four possible hypotheses. Finding Pxivz
> Px2Yi is consistent with both X causing an
increase in Y and Y causing a decrease in X.
Finding P^iy2 < Pz2Yi is consistent with both
Y causing an increase in X and X causing a
decrease in Y. To illustrate the difficulties of
confounded hypotheses, consider the example
taken from Kidder, Kidder, and Snyderman
(Note 4) in Table 3. The variables are the
number of burglaries and the number of
police for 724 cities in the United States. At
first glance it appears that burglaries cause
an increase in the number of police. An alter-
native "law-and-order" explanation is that
the number of police causes a decrease in the
number of burglaries. Both hypotheses are
equally plausible. The data are not consistent
with two other hypotheses: Police increase
burglaries or burglaries decrease the number
of police. These latter hypotheses are not
ruled out, but their effects, if they exist, are
overwhelmed by the effects of one or both of
the two former hypotheses.

Rozelle and Campbell (1969) suggested
that a no-cause baseline could be computed

TABLE 2

AMERICAN VOTER STUDY: CORRELATION or INCOME
AND EXPECTED FINANCIAL CHANGE MEASURED

IN 1956 AND 1960

Variable 1

1.
2.

3.

4.

Income (1956)

Expected financial
change (1956)

Income (1960)

Expected financial
change (1960)

1.00

.11

.73

.08

1.00

.15

.19

1.00

.13 1.00

Note. N = 1,513. Number in parenthesis refers to the year.
Example taken from Taylor's (Note 3) analysis of data taken
from Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes (1960).
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to test both of the confounded hypotheses.
Their procedure is as follows: (a) Compute
the test-retest correlations of both variables
and correct for attenuation, (b) Average
these two correlations to obtain a measure of
the stability, (c) Multiply the estimate by
the average of the two synchronous correla-
tions, (d) The resulting value is a no-cause
baseline to which both cross-lags can be
compared.

The logic of the no-cause baseline is that
the cross-lags should be less than the synchro-
nous correlations by some factor. That factor
can be estimated from the autocorrelations.
Unfortunately, there are two difficulties with
the Rozelle and Campbell baseline. First, it
requires that the researcher have estimates
of each variable's reliability. Second, and
more problematic, is the hidden assumption
that all the nonerrorful causes of X and Y
change at the same rate over time (i.e., have
the same autocorrelation). I call this assump-
tion homogeneous stability. Evidence consist-
ent with this assumption is that the two un-
attenuated autocorrelations are equal. Given
the necessity of reliability estimates and
homogeneous stability, I suspect that the
Rozelle and Campbell baseline is of limited
practical use for longitudinal studies.

Although the sign of the synchronous cor-
relations is neither a necessary or sufficient
condition for the direction of the causal effect,
it is nonetheless suggestive of the direction.
If the synchronous correlations are positive,
they are supportive of X causing increases
in Y and of Y causing increases in X. Nega-
tive synchronous correlations indicate de-
creases. Also, sometimes the researcher knows
the source of causation and the only empirical
issue is the direction, or the direction is
known and the only empirical issue is the
source. In this way the confounded hypothe-
ses can be ruled out a priori.

Given homogenenous stability, the cross-
lags should always be smaller in absolute
value than the synchronous correlations given
spuriousness, stationarity, and sychronicity.
So a cross-lag larger than the synchronous
correlations (assumed to be equal given sta-
tionarity) is indicative of a causal effect.
As an example consider the correlations in
Table 4. The cross-lags in both figures are

TABLE 3

CONFOUNDED HYPOTHESES: CORRELATION OP
NUMBER OF POLICE AND NUMBER OF
BURGLARIES PER CAPITA MEASURED

IN 1968 AND 1969

Variable 1

1. Police (1968)
2. Burglaries (1968)
3. Police (1969)
4. Burglaries (1969)

1.00
.47
.86
.35

1.00
.43
.89

1.00
.39 1.00

Note. N = 724. Number in parenthesis refers to the year.
Example from Kidder, Kidder, and Snyderman (Note 3).

identical but the synchronous correlations are
different. For the A portion of Table 4 two
hypotheses are plausible: X causes increases
in Y, and Y causes decreases in X; but for
the B portion only X causes increases in Y
is plausible given homogeneous stability. If
Y causes decreases in X and homogeneous
stability is the case, then both the cross-lags
would be smaller than the synchronous cor-
relations. It should be made clear that if X
causes increases in Y and homogeneous sta-
bility is the case, then the cross-lag from X
to Y need not necessarily be larger than the
synchronous correlations, since both instabil-
ity of spurious causes and misspecified causal
lag would tend to make the cross-lag smaller
than the synchronous correlations.
Its Power

What does a nonsignificant difference be-
tween the cross-lagged correlations indicate?

TABLE 4

HYPOTHETICAL CORRELATIONS ILLUSTRATING THE
INTERPRETATION or A CROSS-LAG LARGER

THAN THE SYNCHRONOUS CORRELATIONS

Variable 1

1. X,
2. Y,
3. X,
4. F2

1.0
.6
.7
.5

1.0
.3
.7

1.0
.6 1.0

1. X,
2. K,
3. Xz
4. F2

1.0
.4
.7
.5

1.0
.3
.7

1.0
.4 1.0
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Strictly speaking one should not accept the
null hypothesis of spuriousness, that is, the
hypothesis that the variables do not cause
each other but are cosymptoms of some set
of common causes. There are some alternative
explanations. First, it may be that both X
and Y cause each other in a positive feedback
loop. Without a no-cause baseline this model
cannot be tested. Second, it may be that X
causes Y or vice versa, but the magnitude of
the effect is too small to be detected. In my
experience it is very difficult to obtain sta-
tistically significant differences between cross-
lagged correlations even when the sample size
is moderate (75 to 300). The cross-lagged
differential depends on the stability of the
causal factor (cf. Formula 3 in Kenny, 1973).
The more stable this factor is the smaller the
differential. In the limiting case in which the
factor does not change at all, the differential
will be zero. Cross-lagged analysis is there-
fore not appropriate for examining the causal
effect of variables that do not change over
time. For these variables their effects might
best be diagnosed using other quasi-experi-
mental models (Kenny, 197S). (These models
actually identify causal effects through un-
stationarity, that is, as increases in synchro-
nous correlations.) Finally, large cross-lagged
differences are difficult to obtain because the
measured lag may not correspond to the
causal lag. Normally the lag between mea-
urements is chosen because of convenience
not theory, since theory rarely specifies the.
exact length of the causal lag.

Given the low power of cross-lagged panel
correlation, the researcher should design the
longitudinal study to include many replica-
tions. Ideally, a cross-lagged difference should
replicate across (a) different time lags, (b)
different groups of subjects, and (c) different
operationalizations of the same construct. For
instance, most of the causal effects in Crano
et al.'s (1972) study of intelligence and
achievement can be summarized as abstract
skills causing concrete skills. In one of the
best empirical applications of cross-lagged
analysis, Calsyn (1973) demonstrated all
three of the above types of replications
to show that academic achievement causes
academic self-concept.

/As Alternatives

Although multiple regression and cross-
lagged panel correlation are usually viewed
as competitors for the analysis of panel data,
they imply two alternative linear models that
approach panel data inference in very differ-
ent ways. The estimation of structural co-
efficients by multiple regression presumes a
causal relationship - between the measured
variables and then estimates the parameters
of the model. Cross-lagged analysis is a quasi-
experimental method designed to test for spu-
riousness and presumes as a null hypothesis
that the relationships between X and Y
are spurious (i.e., due to unmeasured third
variables).

There are two difficulties with the applica-
tion of multiple regression to panel data:
measurement error and unmeasured third
variables. To estimate the effect of X\ on Fa,
the variable Y\ must be controlled for be-
cause FI is almost certain to be correlated
with both X-L and F2. To be able to totally
control for F1; perfect reliability must be
assumed. For most psychological variables
this is clearly an unreasonable assumption.
Normally the bias in parameter estimates
created by error of measurement is an at-
tenuation bias, by which is meant that the
estimated parameter underestimates the abso-
lute value of the true parameter. Thus, with
attenuation there is no bias if the parameter
to be estimated is zero. But with partial
regression and partial correlation coefficients
the bias is not so benign. The parameter esti-
mates may be larger or smaller than the true
parameter or even of the opposite sign. For
instance, given that (a) X^ has no effect on
F2, (b) FI is unreliably measured, and (c)
all nonzero causal coefficients are positive, the
partial regression of Y2 on X± "controlling"
for YI is positive even though its true value
is zero. The bias arises because FI is only
partially controlled, since it is measured with
error. Heise (1970) has shown by simulations
that errors of measurement in panel data do
not greatly bias regression coefficients, How-
ever, his simulations do not include the rela-
tively common case of one variable reliably
measured, say Xi, and the other variable un-
reliably measured, say FI. If the true regres-
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sion coefficients of 6y2xi-yi and bxtYrxi are

zero, the estimated regression coefficients
would show X causing F and not F causing
X. An example of this differential bias is
contained in an unpublished monograph by
Underbill (Note 5). The question in Under-
bill's study is whether persons change their
values to conform to their occupational choice
or whether they change their occupations to
conform to their values. The value measure
is a composite of a three-item questionnaire,
and the occupational measure is self-report.
Most likely the value measure is of low reli-
ability, while the occupation measure has a
reliability very close to unity. The autocor-
relations in Table 5 bear this out because
they show low stability for the value mea-
sure and high stability for the occupational
measure. Underbill analyzed the data by par-
tial correlational analysis, which revealed that
occupational choice caused values and not
vice versa. The conclusion may well be an
artifact of the differential reliability of the
two measures. For example, the cross-lags in
Table 5 indicate that values cause career
choice, while the partials yield the opposite
conclusion.

Possible solutions to the unreliability prob-
lem are to assume no causal effects of one
variable (Duncan, 1976) or to obtain parallel
measures of both constructs (Wiley & Hornik,
Note 6) or to add additional waves (Cole-
man, 1968; Pelz & Faith, Note 7). Some-
times the bias can be negligible enough to
be ignored, if the true correlations of the
controlled variable with other variables are
low or if the reliability of the controlled
variable is moderate to high.

A more pressing and almost insoluble prob-
lem for the use of multiple regression with
panel data is the "third-variable problem"
or spuriousness. Consider the logic of multi-
ple regression. With multiple regression analy-
sis, there are a set of predictors and a cri-
terion. To interpret a regression analysis
causally, the predictors are assumed to be
causes of the criterion. The method of least
squares imposes a restriction that errors of
prediction in the regression equation are un-
correlated with any of the predictors or, as I
shall refer to it, that there are uncorrelated

TABLE 5

EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL RELIABILITY: BUSINESS
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND

BUSINESS VALUES

Variable 1

1. Business occupational
choice (1) 1.00

2. Business values (1) .21 1.00

3. Business occupational
choice (2) .74 .20 1.00

4. Business values (2) .15 .23 .16 1.00

Note. N = 15,850. Number in parenthesis refers to time. All
values are actually probabilities and not correlations. Example
taken from Underbill (Note 5).

errors. While having uncorrelated errors makes
perfectly good sense to maximize prediction,
it can be incorrect for a causal analysis/The
assumption of uncorrelated errors implies that
all unmeasured causes of the criterion are
uncorrelated with any of the predictor vari-
ables. Therefore, all common causes of a pre-
dictor and criterion must be measured with
perfect validity and reliability and be in-
cluded in the regression equation. Since this
is generally impossible, and usually untest-
able, the causal interpretation of any regres-
sion coefficient can almost always be alter-
natively explained by unmeasured common
causes. Spuriousness can only be conclusively
ruled out if the multiple correlation is unity
or if units have randomly been assigned to
groups. Obviously multiple correlations of
unity and random assignment are most un-
common for panel studies.

It has been argued by Heise (1970) that
by partialing Fj out of the relationship be-
tween .X"! and Yz, spuriousness is controlled.
However, controlling for FI only partially
partials out the effect of spurious causes since
F! is only an imperfect indicator of all the
common causes of Xi and F2. Even if FI is
measured without error, it still controls the
spurious effects of FI, and only of FI.

The effects of errors of measurement and
unmeasured third variables make inference
from panel data by multiple regression prob-
lematic. Although multiple regression is a
powerful method for nonexperimental infer-
ence, cross-lagged panel correlation is better
adapted for panel data analysis, for which it
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was explicitly developed; it assumes measure-
ment error and unmeasured third variables.
The strength of cross-lagged analysis lies in
its narrowness; it has been developed for and
adapted to panel data analysis. The more
common forms of statistical analysis like
multiple regression, analysis of variance, and
factor analysis though very general may not
be easily adaptable to panel studies.

Although the model of cross-lagged panel
correlation is a factor model in that it as-
sumes that unobserved variables (factors)
bring about the observed relationships, cross-
lagged panel correlation does not use factor
analysis in the estimation of factor loadings
and factor correlations. The focus of cross-
lagged analysis is model testing, not param-
eter estimation. Cross-lagged analysis tests a
model of spurious effects that implies equal
cross-lagged correlations given the assump-
tions of synchronicity and stationarity. The
goal of the application of factor analysis to
panel studies (cf. Corballis & Traub, 1970;
Duncan, 1972; Joreskog, 1969; Nesselroade,
1972) is to estimate factor loadings and factor
correlations. The models I have discussed are
indeterminate from a factor analysis point of
view in that they allow for any number of
factors. The orientation of cross-lagged panel
correlation is to put constraints not on the
number of factors, as in factor analysis, but
to put constraints on the pattern of load-
ings over time. Cross-lagged analysis assumes
invariant factor structure over time.

USE OF CROSS-LAGGED PANEL CORRELATION
•-i

Significance Tests

The hypotheses tested in a cross-lagged
analysis are the equality of synchronous cor-
relations to test for stationarity and the
equality of cross-lags to test for spuriousness.
One cannot use Fisher's z transformation
(McNemar, 1969, pp. 157-158) to test for
the significance of the differences between
these correlations, since the correlations are
themselves correlated. One can, however, use
a rather bulky but easily programmable test
cited by Peters and Van Voorhis (1940) and
attributed to Pearson and Filon.r

Background Variables

Very often panel studies contain measures
like sex, ethnicity, social class, and other

background variables that are potential
sources of spuriousness. There are two dif-
ferent strategies for handling these back-
ground or social grouping variables. The first
is to perform separate analyses of each sex,
race, or social group. The second is to sub-
tract out the effects of the background variable.
The first strategy is preferred if different
causal patterns are expected for different so-
cial groups. For instance, Crano et al.'(1972)
found contrasting causal relationships for
lower- and middle-class children in the rela-
tionship between intelligence and achievement.
However, sample size often prohibits this
strategy.

The second strategy—subtracting out the
effects of background variables—can be done
by computing partial correlations between the
relevant variables controlling for the back-
ground variables. If the background variables
are nominally coded, then dummy variables
can be created for them. This procedure as-
sumes that the causal processes are the same
within social groups, though the groups may
differ in mean level. I have found that
controlling for background variables often
increases the stationarity of the data.
Background variables can be controlled for
by examining the cross-lagged partial cor-
relations.8

7 Since the formula is not easily accessible, • it is
reproduced here. Let 1, 2, 3, and 4 be variables,
N be sample size, and k equal

(ru — rsiTu) (rj4 — fufsa) + (ra — riffs) (ru — nafiO
+ (Via — riSTii) (TU — rijrii)

+ (rn — riffu)(ru — rura"),
the following then has approximately a standard
normal distribution:

8 There are two helpful rules in choosing variables
to partial out. First, the variable to partial out
should independently explain at least a moderate
amount of variance. Otherwise nothing is changed
by the partialing. Second, D. Campbell has suggested
that any control variable should in principle be able
to explain as much variance of the Time 1 variables
as of the Time 2 variables. For instance, imagine
a study of cognitive skills that had ' only a Time 2
measure of intelligence. Given instability, the intel-
ligence measure will more highly correlate with the
Time 2. measures than with the Time 1 measures,
and therefore, it would be inappropriate as a vari-
able to partial on.
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Missing Data

A problem that plagues panel studies with
long time lags is the attrition of subjects
(Crider, Willits, & Bealer, 1973; Schaie,
1973). I suspect that sources of bias for
means (like attrition and practice effects) do
not similarly bias correlations, since means do
not affect the size of a correlation. I would
suggest that all correlations be based on the
sample for which there is complete data, since
comparing correlations based on different
samples is problematic.

Examples

Let us consider two examples using cross-
lagged analysis. The first is again taken from
Crano et al. (1972). This example is chosen
primarily to illustrate the importance of sta-
tionarity in the analysis. The second example
is taken from Eron, Huesmann, Lefkowitz,
and Walder (1972). This is perhaps the best-
known use of cross-lagged analysis, and it has
already been reproduced in at least two meth-
ods texts (Neale & Liebert, 1973; Rosenthal
& Rosnow, 1975). The article by Eron et al.
discusses the effect of viewing television
violence on male adolescent aggression.

The three variables in the example from
Crano et al. (1972) are all taken from the
ITBS. They are Vocabulary, Knowledge and
Use of Reference Materials, and Arithmetic
Problem Solving. The sample consists of
1,501 inner-city Milwaukee children tested
at fourth and sixth grades. The correlations
among the variables are presented in Table 6.

Perhaps the first thing to do in examining
cross-lagged panel correlation diagrams is to

TABLE 6

MILWAUKEE EXAMPLE: CORRELATION OF
VOCABULARY, KNOWLEDGE AND USE or

REFERENCES, AND ARITHMETIC
PROBLEM SOLVING FOR

GRADES 4 AND 6

Variable 1

1. Vocabulary (4)
2. References (4)
3. Arithmetic (4)
4. Vocabulary (6)
5. References (6)
6. Arithmetic (6)

1.00
.46
.51
.60
.52
.42

1.00
.47
.40
.47
.35

1.00
.43
.49
.44

1.00
.53
.44

1.00
.58 1.00

note the test-retest or autocorrelations. These
correlations indicate both the stability and
the reliability of the variables. Note that the
autocorrelations in Table 6 are reasonable.
Vocabulary has the higher autocorrelation,
which is consistent with the fact that it had
the most items. (Occasionally test-retest cor-
relations can be too large because, as Carver
[1974] has argued, the emphasis on stability
as a measure of reliability makes it difficult
to study change.)

All three synchronous correlations show a
rather large statistically significant change9

over time (the minus sign indicates a de-
crease): z — 2.91 for Vocabulary and Refer-
ences, 0 = —2.71 for Vocabulary and Arith-
metic, and z = 4.47 for References and
Arithmetic. As in Table 1 it might be that
the cross-lagged differentials in the example
are due to the changes in reliability of the
measures. For instance, it appears that both
Vocabulary and Arithmetic Problem Solving
cause Knowledge and Use of Reference Ma-
terials, but these cross-lagged differentials
may be due to the increasing reliability of
the References test measure. The synchro-
nous correlations are consistent with this
increasing reliability interpretation, since the
synchronous correlations of both the Vocabu-
lary and Arithmetic tests with the References
test increase over time.

A method was mentioned earlier that cor-
rects the cross-lagged correlations for changes
in reliability. The requisite numerical compu-
tations are as follows: First create a set of
qij values where q^ is defined as the Time 2
synchronous correlation of variables i with j
divided by the Time 1 synchronous correla-
tion of variables i with j. For example, the
values of q are as follows:

9VR = -S3/.46 = 1.16,
?VA = -44/.51 = .87,
?EA = .S8/.47 = 1.23,

where V = Vocabulary, R = Knowledge and
Use of Reference Materials, and A = Arith-
metic Problem Solving. Now directly corn-

Note. N = 1,501. Number in parenthesis refers to the grade.
Data taken from Crano, Kenny, and Campbell (1972).

9 All computations were calculated to more signifi-
cant digits than shown. They were also checked by
a Fortran program, PANAL (Kenny, Note 8).
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pute the reliability ratios as follows:

= I.o5,

= 92.
<?VR

A reliability ratio is defined as a variable's
Time 2 reliability divided by its Time 1 reli-
ability. Thus, a reliability ratio larger than 1
indicates an increase in reliability over time,
a value less than 1 a decrease, and a value
of 1 no change in reliability.

The hunch about an increase in the reli-
ability of the R measure is confirmed by its
reliability ratio of 1.65. Do the changes in
reliability over time explain the cross-lagged
differentials? With the reliability ratios the
cross-lagged correlations can be corrected for
changes in reliability in a way similar to
correcting a correlation for attenuation.
The correction for cross-lag riliz is simply
•\[ki/kj, where i and j are variables and 1
and 2 are points in time; and for cross-lag
r^li, the correction is ^kj/ki. Using this cor-
rection for the example, corrected cross-lags
are:

= .41 . .44 =

= .40 .42 = rR6A4

For this example the cross-lag differentials
substantially diminish after correcting for
changes in reliability. As can be seen in
Table 7, the z test of the difference between
cross-lags is statistically significant before
correction in two cases, while none are sig-
nificant after correction. This example illus-
trates the necessity of considering stationarity
as a plausible rival hypothesis of a cross-lag
difference. Correcting for changes in reliabil-
ity need not always decrease the cross-lag
differential; it can sometimes reveal a hidden

differential. Before moving on to the next
example, topics related to the stationarity
question are discussed.

Correcting for shifts in reliability by using
estimated reliability ratios almost surely in-
creases sampling error, and the Pearson-Filon
test then becomes an approximate significance
test. The correction should then only be em-
ployed on correlations taken from large
samples (N must at least be equal to 100).

As stated earlier, the assumption that al-
lows for estimation reliability ratios is called
quasi-stationarit y, which means that the syn-
chronous correlations would be equal if cor-
rected for attenuation due to measurement
error. The estimated reliability ratios can be
used to correct the synchronous correlations
for differential measurement error and to test
the viability of the quasi-stationarity assump-
tion. The appropriate correction term for the
Time 1 synchronous correlation between vari-
ables i and j is V ktkj, and for the Time 2

synchronous correlation it is l/V*i&/. Using
this correction the following corrected syn-
chronous correlations are obtained for the
example :

Since there are three pairs of synchronous
correlations and three reliability ratios, there

TABLE 7

TEST OF CROSS-LAG DIFFERENTIAL USING
VOCABULARY, KNOWLEDGE AND USE

OF REFERENCE MATERIALS, AND
ARITHMETIC PROBLEM SOLVING

Uncorrected

Differ-
Variable pair ential z value

Corrected

Differ-
ential a value

Vocabulary and
references

Vocabulary and
arithmetic

References and
arithmetic

.12

-.01

-.14

4.74

-.26

-5.32

-.04

-.03

-.02

-1.62

-1.28

-.77

Note.N = 1,501.
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are no "degrees of freedom" left, and the
corrected synchronous correlations must be
equal. However, as the number of variables
increases there are multiple estimates of the
reliability ratios. There are (n — 2) (n — l)/2
estimates, where n is the number of varia-
bles. Given these multiple estimates there
should be some way to pool the reliabil-
ity ratios. The following approach is use-
ful. Each estimate of the reliability ratio
can be viewed as the product of three
correlations divided by the product of three
other correlations. Sum the absolute value of
the numerators of each reliability ratio esti-
mate and also sum the absolute value of the
denominators of each estimate. The pooled
estimate would be the ratio of the summed
numerator and denominator. This pooled
estimate has two desirable properties. First,
its value does not depend on whether the
reliability ratio is denned as the Time 2 reli-
ability over the Time 1 or vice versa. A
simple arithmetic pooling of the reliability
ratios themselves would not have this prop-
erty. Second, this solution weights more heav-
ily reliability ratio estimates that are made
up of larger, more reliable correlations. This
pooled reliability ratio can be used to correct
the synchronous correlation for changes in
reliability. When the number of variables is
greater than three, the equality of the cor-
rected synchronous correlations can be used
to gauge the viability of the quasi-stationarity
assumption.

The method described above of estimating
reliability ratios can be called a direct method.
Crano et al. (1972) also suggested an in-
direct approach—first estimating each time's
reliability or communality and then taking
the ratio of those estimates. It might be
argued that the ratio of squared multiple cor-
relations is a better statistic than the direct
solution advocated here. The squared multiple
correlations are obtained by regressing a vari-
able on all variables measured at the same
point in time. The direct solution has the
advantage of being unbiased in the popu-
lation, while the ratio of squared multiple
correlations is ordinarily not unbiased;
however, it may be that squared multiple
correlations are more efficient estimates than

TABLE 8

DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT SOLUTION
FOR RELIABILITY RATIOS

Reliability ratio

Variable

Vocabulary
Reading
Spelling
Punctuation
Capitalization
Sentence comprehension
Map reading
Use of graphs
Use of references
Arithmetic problem solving
Arithmetic comprehension
Verbal IQ
Nonverbal IQ

Direct

1.02
1.05
1.01
1.00
1.25
1.02
1.03
.76

1.33
1.01
1.03
.97

1.11

Squared multiple
correlation ratio

1.06
1.12
1.05
1.06
1.25
1.05
1.06
.81

1.35
1.02
1.05
.99

1.17

Note. N = 5,495. Data from Crano, Kenny, and Campbell
(1972).

the direct solution. Table 8 contains the
reliability ratio estimates for the Milwaukee
study (total sample), using both squared
multiple correlations and the direct solution.
It is clear that solutions hardly differ in rela-
tive magnitude, but the squared multiple
correlation estimates are always larger than
the direct solution. The squared multiples are
larger because they are biased by the higher
average correlation at Grade 6 over Grade 4.

In Table 9 there is the second example
taken from Eron et al. (1972). The variables
are television violence viewing level and
aggression. The time points are Grade 3 and
Grade 13 (a year after high school gradua-
tion). The sample consists of 211 boys from
upper New York State. The television vio-
lence viewing measure was mother's report at
Grade 3 and self-report at Grade 13, while
the aggression measure was based on peer
nomination procedures.

The cross-lags show a large, statistically
significant difference (z = 3.25) which seems
to indicate either that television violence
viewing causes an increase in aggression or
that aggression causes a decrease in television
violence viewing. Since the second hypothesis
is not very plausible, only the first hypothesis
remains. But by now we should know that
the first thing to do in interpreting cross-
lagged panel correlation diagrams is not to
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TABLE 9

TELEVISION VIOLENCE VIEWING AND AGGRESSION
MEASURED AT GRADES 3 AND 13

Variable 1 2 3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

Television violence
viewing (3)

Aggression (3)

Television violence
viewing (13)

Aggression (13)

1.00

.21

.05

.31

1.00

.01 1.00

.38 -.05 1.00

Note. N = 211. Number in parenthesis refers to grade. Data
from Eron, Huesmann, Lefkowitz, and Walder (1972).

look at the cross-lags but to examine the
shell around them.

The autocorrelation for the aggression mea-
sure is respectable and consistent with the
literature. However, the autocorrelation for
television violence viewing is not significantly
different from zero. The low correlation could
be due to the fact that either its stability
is low (i.e., television violence viewing is a
state and not a trait) or the stationarity of
the measure is low. Although the first expla-
nation has considerable merit, there is strong
empirical support for the second interpreta-
tion. Note that television violence viewing in
Grade 13 does not correlate with any other
measures in the panel, suggesting a high de-
gree of unstationarity of the television vio-
lence measure. Clearly the data do not
appear to be stationary. There is a large de-
crease in synchronous correlations over time
(z — 2.77), and therefore the simple cross-lag
comparison is not valid.

The data are potentially salvageable given
the fact that the cross-lag for Grade 3 tele-
vision violence viewing to Grade 13 aggres-
sion is larger than the synchronous correla-
tion between Grade 3 television violence
viewing to Grade 3 aggression. Although this
difference is not statistically significant10

(£=1 .37) , it is supportive of a television-
violence-causing-aggression hypothesis given
two very critical assumptions.

First, assume that the aggression measure
is stationary over time. If, for instance, the

10 The significance test we have employed here is
the test in which one array is shared (McNemar,
1969, p. 158).

aggression measure increased in reliability
over time, the cross-lag correlation could be
larger than the synchronous correlation. This
explanation is not plausible for reasons given
in Eron et al. (1972) and Kenny (1972).

The second assumption is one mentioned
earlier: homogeneous stability. Assume that
all the causes of aggression change at the
same rate over time. This assumption was
overlooked by Kenny (1972) and Eron and
his coauthors (1972). Becker (1972), with
an ingenious though somewhat implausible
argument, indirectly pointed out the necessity
of this assumption. He argued that the data
are consistent with the catharsis view of tele-
vision violence and aggression. Assume that
there is a set of unknown background factors
that bring about a positive correlation be-
tween aggression and television violence view-
ing at Grade 3. These background factors
do not change over time. Also, at Grade 3
there is an instantaneous effect of television
violence causing a decrease in aggression, but
this effect reduces only the synchronous cor-
relation, since television violence viewing is
unstable. Becker's explanation implies differ-
ent rates of change for the different sources
of correlation between television violence
viewing and aggression: The background
factors are stable while the cathartic effects
of violence are very unstable.

Although the data are consistent with both
a social learning view and a catharsis view,
they do force each perspective to make addi-
tional specifications. The social learning view
must now hypothesize a lagged effect on ag-
gression, while the catharsis interpretation
implies a very short lag.

Even if we accept the view that television
violence viewing causes aggression, we must
remember that we can only accept that
something in Grade 3 television violence
viewing later causes Grade 13 aggression.
Chaffee (1972) suggested a possible name for
this factor: a personality trait called attrac-
tion to adult forms of aggression. For a young
child this variable causes the viewing of
violent television shows, while in adolescence
it causes overt violence.

If nothing else, it is now clear that the cor-
relations in Table 9 do not call for a glib
interpretation. They are consistent with tele-
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vision violence viewing causing increases in
aggression, but they are also consistent with
other interpretations. There are some addi-
tional problematic aspects with the Eron et
al. (1972) data: differences in the measures
over time, the 10-year lag which intuitively
is just too long, and the skewedness of the
aggression measures that presents possible
problems of outliers influencing the correla-
tions. Nonetheless, Eron and his coauthors
have given us a landmark study in its attempt
to test opposing causal models.

CONCLUSION

Cross-lagged panel correlation is a valuable
technique for ruling out the plausible rival
hypothesis of spuriousness. It should not be
viewed as only an intuitive approach but as
a formal method with assumptions. This
paper has inordinately emphasized alterna-
tive explanations of cross-lag differences in
order to present the reader with a list
of problems much in the same way that
Campbell and Stanley (1963) did for quasi-
experimental designs.

Cross-lagged panel correlation, however, is
largely an exploratory strategy of data
analysis. My suspicion is that its main use
will be in uncovering simple causal relation-
ships between uncontrolled variables. What
would then follow is either the refinement of
both the measures and the causal process in
controlled settings or the estimation of causal
parameters of the system by structural equa-
tion models (Duncan, 1975). The career of
a hypothesized causal relationship might be
as follows: first, the consistent replication of
a cross-sectional relationship; second, the
finding of time-lagged relationships between
cause and effect; third, the finding of cross-
lagged differences; and fourth, an experiment
in which the causal variable is manipulated.
Obviously, these steps will often overlap,
some may be omitted, and the order may be
different. I hope to emphasize that cross-
lagged panel correlation plays only an inter-
mediary role in social science, between the
correlation and a well-elaborated structural
model.

McGuire (1973) in social psychology and
Wohlwill (1970) in developmental have
pointed out that cross-lagged analysis could

be a valuable addition to psychology's list of
methods. It has been applied to many prob-
lems besides the ones previously mentioned.
In industrial psychology Wanous (1974) has
shown that performance causes intrinsic satis-
faction, while extrinsic satisfaction causes
performance. Lawler (1968) investigated the
relationship between performance and expect-
ancy. In developmental psychology Clarke-
Stewart (1973) examined mother-child rela-
tionships. In educational psychology Dyer
and Miller (1974), Schmidt and Crano
(1974), and Crano (1973) have followed up
the work of Crano et al. (1972). In social
psychology Curry and Kenny (1974) have
investigated the effects of actual and per-
ceived similarity in values and personality on
interpersonal attraction. Duvall and Welfling
(1973) have used cross-lagged analysis in
international relations. Cross-lagged panel
correlation is proving itself to be a useful
quasi-experimental method.

Many important topics have been neglected.
Three or more wave models have not been
discussed, nor have categorical variables in
panel studies nor the application of cross-
lagged analysis to time series data. Also,
problems of correlated errors of measure-
ment and nonlinearity have not been dis-
cussed. Finally, it has often been suggested
to me that a cross-lagged analysis should
focus on covariances and not on correlations.
This suggestion needs further exploration.

Cross-lagged panel correlation need not be
limited to longitudinal and panel studies in
which the lag between measurements is usu-
ally at least months, if not years. A very
common design in experimental work is the
pretest-posttest design. Researchers usually
collect many dependent variables, and the
causal relations between the variables could
be uncovered by cross-lagged analysis.

Finally, it is not often realized that cross-
lagged panel correlation is a special case of
the multitrait-multimethod matrix (Camp-
bell & Fiske, 1959). There are two traits,
X and Y, and two methods, Times 1 and 2.
Much of the logic of Campbell's early articles
on longitudinal analysis can be understood in
this context. The concept of stationarity
might be usefully applied to the analysis of
the multitrait-multimethod matrix,
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